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I . “THE WILL OF THE STATE” – 國家意志

• Prominent concept of 
German illiberal public law 
theory of the 19th century. 

• Carl Friedrich von Gerber, 
1865: “The power of the State 
to will, the [overall] 
administrative authority, is
the law of the State.”

• Increasing recent use in 
Chinese scholarship and 
government discourse. E.g., 
invoked in connection with 
the 2020 Civil Code. See 
usage in CNKI database.



“THE WILL OF THE STATE” – 國家意志

• Emphasis on State will implies denial that international norms have 
equal status to domestic laws.  E.g. Sino-British Joint Declaration is a 
“historical document which no longer has any practical significance” 
(作為一個歷史文件，不具有任何現實意義) – MOFA spokesman.

• Contrasts with locally influential “global constitutionalist” accounts 
of Hong Kong’s public law framework. See Yash Ghai et al. 

• What counts for determining meaning of HK Basic Law and NSL is 
“the State will [which was] manifested continuously throughout the 
process of formulating” these legal norms – Han Dayuan, Renmin 
University, HK Basic Law Committee of the NPCSC.

• Not only does domestic law ‘overrule’ international law. International 
law must also be interpreted on the basis of the domestic legal order. 



CONSTITUTION DAY SEMINAR 2019

• Han Dayuan at 4 Dec. 2019 Constitution Day Seminar: “all [legal] 
efficacy of the HKSAR originates in the PRC Constitution.” 

• Han in 2020: “Overall, the SAR system is a product of a political 
decision taken by the PRC as a political community, and fully 
embodies the State will [of the PRC] as a unified, unitary State [充分体
现着作为一个统一的单一制国家的国家意志].”

• “[T]he interpretation and application of the Basic Law must take the 
concept of the State (國家觀念) established in the PRC Constitution as 
its guide; it cannot separate itself from the will of the State (國家意志), 
and all the more can it not challenge the State’s political baselines.” 

• What about ICCPR and ICESCR? Both are included in NSL’s text.



II . “STATE FORM” – 國體

• Concept with a long history in Chinese (and East Asian) political and 
legal thought. Use in the PRC has been influenced primarily by Mao 
Zedong’s adoption of it to describe the position of the proletariat as 
the ruling class.

• Forms a pair with “form of government” 政體. “State form” is about 
fundamental structure, “form of government” is more changeable.

• Used by various public law theorists, but Chen Duanhong (PKU, 
Macao Basic Law Committee) has been an important exponent.

• Chen connects this concept with Carl Schmitt’s “absolute” versus 
“relative” constitution. There is a constitutional higher core / essence.  



“STATE FORM” – 國體

• Chen Duanhong’s version of the PRC’s overall “state form”:

• (1) the leadership of the Communist Party; (2) socialism; (3) 
democratic centralism; (4) modernization; and (5) protection of basic 
rights.

• Chen’s version of the Hong Kong’s Basic Law’s fundamental “form”:

• 1) national unity and territorial integrity; 2) prosperity and stability; 
and 3) [maintaining] capitalism. 

• Also emphasizes principle of Lex specialis derogat legi generali [law 
governing a specific subject matter has priority over general law]. 



“STATE FORM” – 國體

• Articles referring to 

both “state form” and 

“form of government” 

in the CNKI database.



III . “STATE AUTHORITY” & 
STATES OF EXCEPTION – 例外狀態

• 19th century German public law notion of Staatsgewalt / State 
authority = different approach from Anglo-American separation of 
powers doctrine. 

• HK Government currently endorses “checks and balances” without a 
“separation of powers.” ”Independent functioning of judiciary” but 
not “judicial independence,” etc.

• Possible to interpret this either modestly or expansively.

• Modest version: government policies can outweigh judicial checks 
only on specific matters of fundamental importance / state security.

• Expansive: whole categories of decision-making can be removed from 
judicial oversight. (E.g., all national security cases, all election issues).



“STATE AUTHORITY” & 
STATES OF EXCEPTION

• Articles referring to 
the “state of 
exception” in the 
CNKI database.



CONSTITUTION DAY SEMINAR 2020

• Chen Duanhong on 4 Dec. 2020: The “friend-enemy” relationship is at 
the core of all political structures (Carl Schmitt). 

• The State is the only means for maintaining harmony and order in 
society, and avoiding the war of all against all (Hobbes).

• Those who fail to show sufficient loyalty to the State are “making war 
upon the sacred,” and putting themselves into the zone of exception, 
thus reducing themselves to the status of “bare life” (i.e., losing all 
legal protections against pure State power) (Giorgio Agamben).



“The new regime unites in itself the 

most inhumane side of capitalism 

with the most brutal side of state

communism, combining the extreme 

alienation of relations between people 

with an unprecedented degree of social 

control.”



Chief Executive Carrie Lam and the principal officials of the Hong Kong
Government watch the live broadcast of Chen Duanhong’s lecture for the
Constitution Day Seminar, Dec. 4, 2020.



NSL IMPLEMENTATION: 
INFORMED BY “THE CONCEPT OF THE POLITICAL” 

OR BY “STATE REASON”?

• Han Dayuan, 2020: Though int’l law stems from State will, global 
opinion has practical relevance to “state reason” (國家理性, raison 
d’état).

• Quotes Hegel: “Since States are related to one another as autonomous 
entities and so as particular wills (on which the very validity of 
treaties depends), and since the particular will of the whole is in 
content a will simply for its own interests and welfare (Wohl), it 
follows that those interests and welfare are the highest law governing 
relations between States.”

• What form of NSL implementation is in HK’s / PRC’s “interests and 
welfare”?  How do judiciary and global norms fit into those aims?


